Harnessing the genius of digital in retail
How you can work with both S/4HANA and LEONARDO to achieve truly connected retail
If Leonardo da Vinci was alive now, he’d probably work in retail. He might be a high-end designer with a chain of boutiques around the world. Or, he’d have founded a chain of department stores offering fashionable goods across categories such as clothing, home-furnishings, and even technology. His genius, though, would be augmented by digital.

If we extend our fantasy of da Vinci as a retailer, it’s easy to imagine how his stores would not only look, but operate. The first thing he’d want to do is to understand the true role each technology would play in his digitalization strategy to achieve competitive edge.

Da Vinci was always keen to stay many steps ahead of his patrons’ needs (as well as other artists and thinkers), so deploying SAP’s S/4HANA and LEONARDO to ensure that the millions of seemingly mundane daily tasks (that are the bedrock of any retail organization) were perfectly and efficiently executed so that consumers could spend their money in his outlets. Naturally, he’d also be flattered that SAP decided to name their newest offering after him. Rightly, as it’s aimed at supporting the creativity and innovation that’s essential to the success of any retail business.

Retail is at the forefront of a new digital age. It always has been. If you think about the birth of the World Wide Web you can see how retail – in the form of early e-commerce – pioneered popular internet usage and, ultimately, the roll-out of broadband. It’s easy to forget in the era of Uber and Airbnb as well as Facebook and Instagram, that the first really big digital players were retail operations. Amazon began in 1994, that’s long (relatively) before Google dominated search, or Facebook transformed social media. eBay started in 1995. These were the very early years of online business: the prime movers in digital were retailers.
So, what are the roles of S/4HANA and LEONARDO? One sounds very technical and the other creative. The first helps you deliver Robust IT in a simple and highly manageable and transparent way. The other delivers Fast IT to deliver agile innovation and creativity. The point of this guide is to help you understand how they can work together to help you to build a truly connected retail operation. Enabling them to work together - and be optimistic about change – is key to delivering a successful digital transformation for your entire business.

We asked our experts to stay away from the technical aspects of both solutions and to focus on how you, as someone keen to enable digital across your organization to achieve specific business outcomes, should approach the deployment of both solutions. Are they mutually exclusive, or can they complement each other? How must you deploy them? Can you do it on your own? If you need help, what kind of help do you need?

Our resident optimists are:

- **Benedikt Wenzel**
  Head of SAP Commerce & Analytics,
  Fujitsu Germany

- **Thomas Baus**
  Manager of Business Unit Architectures,
  Fujitsu Germany

- **Michael Straub**
  SAP Propositions Manager,
  Fujitsu EMEIA

- **Javier Fernandez**
  SAP Business Development Director,
  Fujitsu Spain
It’s vital that retailers stay ahead of the digital curve. Online is influencing physical stores, but physical stores have always influenced online shopping. It’s a fluid sector where ideas interact and merge to create a seamless, omni-channel environment in which consumers can use their smartphones in stores, at home, or on the go, to buy what they want and need. The trick is to create a personal world for each shopper that suits their lifestyles. And bricks and mortar stores will never go out of fashion. In fact, they are thriving. Technology is enabling them to augment online convenience with a truly personal customer experience which boosts brand loyalty. And the enormous amount of data that’s generated by doing that can then be leveraged to improve supply-chains, get closer to consumers and predict their needs minutely.
“All businesses need to be innovative,” says Michael Straub. “That’s obvious. But, creativity can only thrive in a well-run enterprise which gets the basics right, and that’s what SAP has traditionally been able to deliver.”

"SAP is seen as the enabler of an enterprise’s digital core,” says Benedikt Wenzel. “But we need to see their solutions as part of a much broader objective. That is, digital transformation. Not the transformation of just one element of the business – for instance ERP – but the entire business. SAP understand that. That’s why they brought in S/4HANA and it’s why they then launched LEONARDO.”

Javier Fernandez agrees, but sees problems in selling that vision to some organizations: “I guess we have to remember that the change to S/4HANA has been seen, by many, as disruptive. It’s something that SAP customers feel that they are going to have to do, eventually. I try and steer the conversation to speeding up the thinking process to a more holistic view. Many are considering their options, but not very deeply or fast as yet. And some aren’t even considering it at all!”

“That holistic view you mentioned is the point,” says Michael. “You could argue that S/4HANA, if it’s thought about as an individual solution, forces people to take a narrow view of what it can do. It’s an element in digital transformation, but isn’t the entire solution. The launch of LEONARDO changes all that. Suddenly, the picture is complete.”

Michael smiles, then adds, “It’s as if the Mona Lisa finally got her enigmatic smile.”

“Good image,” says Benedikt, “LEONARDO adds all the exciting things to the SAP portfolio. The kind of things that customers expect from digital transformation. AI, machine learning, the Internet of Things, Big Data Analytics. The kind of things that can not only transform a business internally, but make a big difference to ways of working, business models, new product development, customer engagement and so on. The things that drive revenue and brand growth.”

Thomas Baus argues for a pragmatic approach to the subject, he is suspicious of the hype around digital transformation: “We’ve heard a lot about its potential and less about how you actually – as an organization – get the knowledge and insights you need out of all the databases. And how you ensure that business processes and workflows can be digitalized so that they’re totally responsive and agile. The customers I talk to transform the efficiency of their back office processes, and they also want to improve the usability of their SAP applications. Now that’s a big responsibility for SAP.”

» "You could argue that S/4HANA, if it’s thought about as an individual solution, forces people to take a narrow view of what it can do. It’s an element in digital transformation, but isn’t the entire solution. The launch of LEONARDO changes all that. Suddenly, the picture is complete.”

Michael Straub
All four experts agree that we’re on the threshold of a new era. In fact, it’s the kind of threshold that leading thinkers, Erik Brynjolfsson and Andrew McAfee, believe is taking us into what they call, ‘The Second Machine Age.’ Computers and other digital advances are [boosting] our ability to use our brains to understand and shape our environments. They argue that digital tools are augmenting our mental powers in the same way that steam power multiplied the power of human muscle back at the dawn of the First Industrial Revolution. “Mental power is as important for progress and development— for mastering our physical and intellectual environment to get things done— as physical power. So, a vast and unprecedented boost to mental power should be a great boost to humanity, just as the earlier boosts to physical power so clearly was.” Steam was replaced by electricity which is now yielding to intelligence. “That’s exactly the point,” says Michael, “Digital transformation is about supporting the mental power of the people in your organization to innovate and then have access to the tools to do it fast. LEONARDO enables you to do that— especially with its ‘accelerators’ which can get an idea out there very quickly to see if it works and has traction within a marketplace.”

Benedikt agrees; “The new functionality of both S/4HANA and LEONARDO is impressive. The fact that you can have real-time control and analysis as well as forging the framework for harnessing the latest digital techniques and create design thinking methodologies is very valuable.” Javier adds; “But, we have to remember that adopting both S/4HANA and LEONARDO can seem like a big, disruptive change. The experience we’ve all had out there proves that very clearly. Change is always disruptive and that makes people nervous— when you transform the way they work. But it’s a great opportunity. That’s how we need to see it— as a business opportunity.”
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The strategic opportunity

Retail has always been a logistics business. It still is. In fact, Amazon classes itself as a logistics specialist rather than a retailer. That’s because the supply-chain is core. The ability to keep shelves stocked, stores supplied, and consumers happy is obvious. If the products don’t flow smoothly from supplier to warehouse to store and, ultimately, into the shopper’s bag, then the retail operation fails. That’s why the development of digital ERP systems has been transformational for retail. Consumers now expect omni-channel opportunities to buy what they want, when they want it. Their loyalty can’t be taken for granted. If they can’t get something from you, they’ll go somewhere else, even while they’re standing in your store. Their smartphone is the portal to an enormous world of retail opportunities. That’s why you’ve got to delight them while they’re in your store and be able to supply their need: either there and then, or through digital means.
“We’re not here to praise or critique S/4HANA,” says Thomas, “It’s a reality. As a business, you can either embrace it or resist it. I believe it should be embraced because it does make the potential of Big Data and digital transformation more real, and more urgent.”

“It’s a very simple equation,” says Michael, “S/4HANA can run your business. LEONARDO enables it to innovate.”

“I guess it’s all about looking at what your enterprise is for,” says Benedikt. “It does not exist just to carry out functions, it exists to move forward, create new opportunities, and respond to what customers want and need. You have to be able to do both in parallel. But the best enterprises are able to link the two, so they support each other. SAP has created the means by which you can do it. It’s a strategic opportunity in my opinion.”

“The fact that you can take what were separate databases and make them talk to each other, means that you can be in a better position to unlock the knowledge that’s in the data,” says Michael. “But S/4HANA means you have to change the way you work. The most important change is that you have to involve the users from the very beginning. You can’t just deploy and then tell them, ‘Here you go, get on with it.’ It has to be a cross-functional process that involves everyone.”

“And the same is true with LEONARDO,” adds Benedikt, “But it’s important to trust the machines; to trust that they will deliver more efficiency as well as high quality – not just in process functions, but in real world decision making. I think there is a lack of trust, and that is slowing down adoption of S/4HANA mostly... and maybe the release of LEONARDO is just too much for some people to understand all at once.”
“We see customers hesitating to update to S/4HANA, that’s true,” says Michael. “But, I tell them that LEONARDO changes the picture. It completes the picture, like I said before. So, this is an opportunity to create a more rounded, detailed roadmap. You have both robust and fast IT catered for.”

“They worry about the need for developers to create the API’s,” interjects Javier, “That makes them wary about moving forward.”

“We can bring in the developers,” says Michael. “I don’t think many enterprises will be doing all of this alone. We are in an era where the ecosystem is what supports the enterprise, and Fujitsu has the people and the systems to support not only the creation of a sound roadmap, but to implement it step-by-step too.”

“Perhaps we’re still focusing on the benefits of S/4HANA and LEONARDO too much,” cautions Javier, “We’re not SAP salesmen!” Everyone laughs. “Definitely not,” says Thomas, “But we have to enable our customers to unlock the strategic benefits that they represent.”

“Benefits that won’t be unlocked if the solutions are siloed,” cautions Benedikt. “Siloes slow you down. If you see the entire SAP offering as one thing – a combined solution that can enable you to achieve ALL your objectives, then you will be in good shape to deliver digital transformation.”
Right products, right place, right time

S/4HANA Retail for merchandise management has been designed to bring simplicity and detailed analytics together to support core processes so that you can achieve connected retail, end to end. So, from entering data about specific products or product groups, through to product listing, promotion execution and price maintenance and even point-of-sale accounting, S/4HANA keeps the products flowing through your organization. That flow is vital: it must be smooth, efficient and totally transparent. Changes in consumer demand can be almost instantaneous and the ability to flex your supply chain to meet that demand can be the difference between a good sales quarter, and a mediocre one.

That transparency also means you can avoid over-stocking, or even the downsides of seasonal fashion changes which lead to markdowns. Get the right product in the store at the right time, and in quantities which ensure you sell as many of them at full-market price. Avoid the need to mark-down too many goods just to clear stocks. And those goods which have short life-cycles can be supplied across your stores so that they hit the shelves whilst they’re in demand. S/4HANA gives you that agility as well as a global view of your operations.
“So, let’s be clear about what the risks and challenges are,” says Thomas. “Start with the challenge every organization has to face: the migration to S/4HANA. Migration always comes with risk. But you can’t reduce risk by doing nothing. Our PAC research showed that there’s a lot of thinking going on, a lot of weighing of objectives against one another, and not a lot of action.”

Benedikt is clear about why that’s happening; “I don’t think that’s because of a fear of change – I think it’s about trust. People don’t trust the machines yet. And that lack of trust comes because there’s not enough know-how within organizations. That’s what exactly half of the respondents to the PAC survey said. The risk is falling behind because you don’t know what to do. You need to face the fact that this is about challenging the existing state of your IT infrastructure, and it’s about having to go through a migration process, in which systems have to be consolidated so that good integration is achieved. But you’re doing it on a proven platform.”

Javier is eager to add a point: “Cost is an issue. Let’s not forget that. The research shows that big majorities want to reduce the complexities and costs associated with SAP’s systems, but less than 20% think that S/4HANA will deliver that. For me, that result is based on the fact that they don’t really see the benefits that it’ll bring yet. This is where we can help them to build their vision.”

“The survey was conducted before LEONARDO was launched,” points out Michael. “And its announcement changed the game. Now, there’s a more rounded offering. What needs to happen is more communication about what LEONARDO offers. It might seem a little abstract at first, but it’s actually very down-to-earth. Like I’ve said, it adds the ‘fast’ to the ‘robust.’

So, what is it? SAP itself has called it ‘the biggest move since HANA’. That means it’s a very significant addition to the portfolio. It is, in fact, a collection of SAP technologies which are built on top of its open Platform-as-a-Service offering, SAP Cloud Platform. At SAP’s 2017 Sapphire event in Orlando, Florida, Dr. Hasso Plattner, the chairman of the company’s supervisory board, called LEONARDO a ‘bounding box’ which sits around ‘a set of objects… a set of tools to build a system which then, with machine learning algorithms, finds insights which we can attach to transactions with an SAP environment.’

So, let’s be clear about what the risks and challenges are,” says Thomas. “Start with the challenge every organization has to face: the migration to S/4HANA. Migration always comes with risk. But you can’t reduce risk by doing nothing. Our PAC research showed that there’s a lot of thinking going on, a lot of weighing of objectives against one another, and not a lot of action.”
“What that means is that the HANA offering is broadened,” says Michael. “Now, you can add all kinds of possibilities to your business, from AI and machine learning to IoT. Perhaps the idea of a ‘box of tools’ is a little too abstract. I prefer to look at it as an ordered tool-set that delivers a full-innovation product.”

“So, it’s important to think about innovation with LEONARDO, and robust core functions that underpin that innovation with S/4HANA,” says Javier.

“That’s exactly right,” agrees Michael. “That means you should not worry about siloes within the organization. See it as ONE solution.”

“And trust the machines.” Benedikt warms to his theme: “By that I mean, look at the old way you do something, and investigate how you can do it better and also free your people to be more skilled and more engaged with customers. A financial sector company I worked with was hesitant to use AI to make decisions on loans. But, when they tested the new AI system, and saw that machines could learn to make even better decisions than humans, they changed the way they worked. That enabled the people to deal with more complex cases and take their time to make good decisions, whilst the algorithms catered for the routine loan decisions. Everyone benefited: the bank, the employees and the customers who got quicker decisions.”

“OK, we can address both those things. I think, the risks associated with migration projects are well known, they need to be explicitly dealt with. Security is, of course, one of those risks,” says Michael. “The risk of not migrating is the point for me,” says Javier. “The fact that you can consolidate your data means that you can implement a range of projects, for instance in The Internet of Things arena. That’s fast becoming a huge deal. That can be run through S/4HANA, so the risk is not implementation itself but poor, or non-existent implementation.”
Connected retail: The future has arrived

Machine learning and Artificial Intelligence are the key technologies that make it work. SAP LEONARDO has been designed to enable that strategic opportunity to become a reality. It enables systems to recognize consumers, match intelligence about their past interactions across all channels, to predict new products they might be interested in, and then set discounts that could tempt them to make a purchase. The system can track movements, moods, and behaviours to modify instant offers, as well as inform new store layouts, product placements, or recognize trends to ensure enough stock levels for rising demand.
“OK, what we’re saying is: This is a complete digital transformation project,” says Michael, “This isn’t just about S/4HANA and LEONARDO. This is about really thinking about how you can make the most of digitalization.”

“Yes, now you say it that way, you’re right,” says Thomas. Javier adds, “Some customers have been skeptical about S/4HANA since it was announced. They think it’s just another thing they’re going to have to pay for. But what I try to do with customers is to talk about how it’s a big opportunity to power their digital transformation. LEONARDO helps that argument because now you have a broader set of tools to innovate. The board is already asking for new tools and new ways of working; IT must be able to respond with greater agility. To do that they need to greatly reduce complexity, and integrate everything from data to transactions to workflows. S/4HANA together with LEONARDO are the engines and the platforms that can do that.”

“It’s a journey,” says Benedikt. “One of the basic success factors in any change process is the fact that a customer has a vision – a clear goal for the future of their processes and their entire IT landscape over the next five years or so. By aligning projects with that big idea – the big picture – then everyone can go in the same direction and know why they’re heading that way.”

“But this is a collection of projects, not a single assignment, right?” asks Michael.

“That’s right, it’s a broad vision that needs to be communicated with everyone involved so they understand how S/4HANA can help them and how LEONARDO can enrich their work,” says Benedikt. “Again, it comes down to trust in the machines. The point is, don’t sell SAP, sell the idea that you can deploy S/4HANA and LEONARDO to take digitalization beyond the technology to changing how you work and generating new ideas about products and services and everything else. That’s the big picture: the vibrant future of your organization.”

“The big picture is, this is a change process, so we need to talk about what we really need to change,” says Benedikt, “This isn’t like moving from Office to Office 365, this is much more fundamental than that. You need to differentiate your enterprise from the core outward.”
Generating buzz is the key to successful retail

LEONARDO can make use of social media data – activities on Facebook or Instagram for instance (even while instore) – to add to inform the supply chain of rises or even dips in demand. That can inform pricing, placement in store, or even provide intelligence to store staff about individual shoppers, or where staff are needed most to deal with demand.

LEONARDO’s role in enabling retailers to yield value from AI is also important. The rise of intelligent assistants can help not only shoppers, but also store staff right across the estate. Staff can spend more time where it matters – on the shop floor – if they can deal with routine and/or management tasks faster and more efficiently. LEONARDO provides the machine learning power to evolve a brave new world of retail that's native to your business and focused on your specific needs.
"No, I think they need to understand that they are entering a new age whether they like it or not," replies Michael.

“What we have to talk about are ‘great ideas’ rather than technology,” says Benedikt, “That’s what inspires people. It also enables the IT people to be more involved in the business imperatives and the outcomes, not just in provisioning technology.”

“OK, then let me be inspirational,” says Javier, “I believe that this is the first time in history that technology actually frees people to do more. It’s no longer a constraint. What SAP have done is to free up their platform so that it opens up possibilities without the need for technological complexity.”

“Now, that does sound inspirational!” says Michael. “What I hear a lot within organizations is the need for the business to truly focus on what it needs to do to compete and innovate,” continues Javier, “But what actually happens is that they get bogged down by technological complexity. Things never run as smoothly as the hype suggests it will. But with S/4HANA and LEONARDO we can free up those functions and desires and achieve economies of scale and levels of automation that help those at the cutting edge... do more, and be inspired to create. Perhaps ‘freedom’ is a better word than ‘inspiration.”

“Let’s not get carried away with words – but your point is a good one,” Michael says. “What I think we’re saying is that customers should not be anxious about these new SAP offerings, they should be excited. They need to have the confidence to approach the transformation – and they can get that by working with us – but they need to just embrace S/4HANA and LEONARDO. Don’t see the problems, see the opportunities.”

“And you can do it your way,” says Benedikt. “You don’t have to be pushed into the cloud if you don’t want to go there. What I’m saying is that, when I discuss the future with customers I point out that they can choose where to run their functions and innovations. We work with them to work out what new innovations they really need. We don’t innovate for the sake of it, we have to identify the features that will make a difference – yield value quickly – and then decide if they should develop it themselves or buy it in, and when to customize a product and when not to. That takes us back to planning that roadmap, it’s fundamental.”

“A new age or era... are we in danger of sounding too esoteric, and confusing customers?” Javier says.

Generating buzz is the key to successful retail
SAP encourages customers to move to the cloud, but there is no one-size-fits-all solution. Benedikt’s point is that an enterprise might prefer to run some functions on premise rather than in the cloud. Special, core functions that need to be ring-fenced and protected. That’s perfectly possible and Fujitsu can recommend which areas to keep in-house and which to migrate. It’s part of the co-creation approach.

“The point is to be agile. That’s a cliché but it’s true,” says Michael. Javier adds, “We have the expertise to help you configure S/4HANA and LEONARDO the way you want and need it. We can create specific adjustments to suit your individual needs. We can adapt the code, even the way the user-interface looks and works. The point is to make it a perfect fit for your business.”

“Your business has to run... and keep running,” says Thomas, “And it has to innovate. Our job, at Fujitsu, is to help do that. Each and every day.”

“My big message is stay in control,” says Benedikt. “SAP will roll out new features, but you don’t have to accept them all. They won’t achieve innovation on their own – it’s how you use them that counts, or whether you use them at all. No matter how great a release is, it’s how you make it work for you that makes the difference. Which is why we believe customers need to work with us, of course.”

“Which is what XpressWay is all about,” says Javier. “We developed our own methodology so that customers get a clear roadmap of what needs to be done, what needs to change, and how and when they’ll get the best from SAP’s solutions.”

“XpressWay, together with MetaARC, are key to activating the potential of the new platform,” says Thomas, “It helps to analyze processes and generate the intelligence needed to get the new processes right and ensure the migration goes smoothly. You know, what reassures customers is that they’re working with someone who knows how to get everything right... from the servers to the business processes. Someone who can translate from the business functions to the IT functions to ensure that the best outcome is achieved for that specific organization.”

“It’s also about making the most of the technology’s potential,” says Javier. “It’s like most people only use around five percent of the functions of Excel, Ok? I know that sounds trivial, but it’s true. We will ensure that you get the most out of SAP, and ensure that everyone can understand what it can do – from the IT people to the financial people to creatives and sales people.”
Power your digital transformation

The bottom line is that the technology frees you to do what matters most in retail: Create a whole new level of personalized shopping for consumers, and to achieve a truly connected retail environment that flows smoothly, end to end, and delights shoppers with rewarding experiences.
“This is the first time in history that a technology is not a constraint,” says Javier.

“Not just one technology but many technologies,” says Michael. “The point is to make them mutual, so they complement each other and work to achieve the business outcomes you’ve identified.”

“It is not about the technology but what you can realize with it, which makes it really unique. I stick by my claim - there are few examples in history where that’s happened!” says Javier.

“It’s a strategic opportunity and it needs to be approached as one,” says Thomas.

“The point is to make the most of it,” says Benedikt, “Now.”

At Fujitsu we have been working with SAP from the beginning. We have the experience and knowledge you need to make the most of the opportunity that S/4HANA and LEONARDO represent. We can do that technically and strategically. We help you migrate, deploy and exploit. We also help you see the big picture from the point of view of desired business outcomes.
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